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Sketchable Interaction (SI) describes a concept and environment 
where end-users create regions by drawing on a canvas. These re-
gions apply efects to each other on collision. Attributes of regions, 
e.g. position, can be linked to each other so that they change to-
gether once modifed, e.g. moved on the canvas. Within Sketchable 
Interaction, all entities - mouse pointer, desktop icons, or windows 
- are implemented as interactive regions. End-users customize this 
environment by drawing new regions that apply certain actions 
e.g. tagging fles, deleting other regions or automating processes. 
CCS CONCEPTS 
• Human-centered computing → Graphical user interfaces; 
Interaction design theory, concepts and paradigms; User in-
terface programming; • Software and its engineering → In-
tegrated and visual development environments. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Over the past 75 years, computers have evolved from powerful 
calculators to even more powerful generic tools, communication 
media, and companions. From early on, researchers such as Sey-
mour Papert, Douglas Engelbart, or Alan Kay [7] saw computers 
and applications running on them as malleable artifacts and tools 
for human expression. It was assumed that people would build and 
adapt their own digital tools in the future[3, 4]. However, such a 
future has not yet become present. Most users are stuck with one-
size-fts-all, generic user interfaces for working on everyday tasks, 
defning workfows, or completing repetitive tasks. With Sketchable 
Interaction (SI), we propose a concept for a generic, customizable 
digital environment based on sketchable interactive regions. 
Sketchable Interaction is a signifcant extension of the basic 
idea and interaction concept presented as Sketchable Workspaces 
and Workfows [10] by Wimmer and Hahn. This initial concept in 
turn was inspired by Isenberg et al.’s Bufer Framework [5, 6]. Also, 
earlier work on information substrates [2] and the *strates series 
by Klokmose, Rädle, et al. such as Webstrates [8], Codestrates [9], 
or Vistrates [1] inspired the SI concept. 
In this paper we present our reference implementation of this 
concept, the Sketchable Interaction General Runtime (SIGRun). 
Within SIGRun, we implemented a fexible computer desktop 
that is an ecosystem of interactive regions. This ecosystem can be 
extended and customized to support a variety of workfows. We 
demonstrate its versatility via three diferent application examples 
- tagging/sorting, image editing, and automation. 
2 SKETCHABLE INTERACTION 
Sketchable Interaction (SI) is a generic user-interface concept where 
end-users create interactive sketches by drawing interactive regions 
(short: regions) within a canvas (SI context). The regions apply 
efects to other regions on collision, i.e. once they touch or overlap. 
Additionally, properties of a region can be linked to properties of 




Figure 1: Sketchable Interaction encompasses four core con-
cepts - regions, links, collisions, and efects.
2.1 Interactive Regions 
Interactive regions are areas within an SI context with an arbitrary 
shape and position. Regions are created either automatically by 
SIGRun or by drawing an outline with the mouse or any other input 
device. In an SI context, everything is represented as a region. This 
includes e.g., the drawing surface (canvas), the mouse cursor, digital 
fles, or windows of external applications. All interaction revolves 
around creating, moving, colliding, and linking such regions. 
            
                    
                   
                     
                        
                    
                     
                    
                     
                      
                        





Figure 2: A screenshot of our prototype - a basic SI context that allows for previewing, tagging, sorting, and deleting fles.
All elements in the screenshot - including the mouse cursor - are interactive regions that apply efects to other regions on
collision. (1) The blue Open region opens folders and fles whose icon collides with them. (2) A folder named "Desktop" has
already been dragged onto it and is shown as a Folder region. For each fle in the folder, a new interactive region is spawned
representing the fle. (3) A Notifcation region displays arbitrary status information. (4) One of the image fles in the folder
has been dragged onto a Preview region which instructs the fle’s region to display the contents. (5) A Palete region contains
Selector regions which represent efects that are transferred to the mouse cursor when clicked. The user then can draw new
regions that have the selected efect. (6) Tag regions contain editable text labels. These labels and a visual indicator (here: blue
square) are applied to any fles (or other suitable regions) that collide with the Tag region. (7) A Delete region removes regions
that collide with it from the SI context. As with all other regions, a collision occurs if another region is dragged onto the Delete
region or if the Delete region is used like an eraser and dragged across other regions.
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2.2 Collision and Efects 
Regions interact with each other on collision by applying efects to 
each other. These efects can modify properties of the other region 
(e.g., its size, color, or associated metadata). Efects emit collision 
events once two or more regions start overlapping (on_enter), con-
tinue to do so (on_continuous), or stop colliding for the frst time 
(on_leave). Regions can register capabilities to accept only certain 
types of events. For example, unlike most other regions, the canvas 
and the mouse cursor should not accept Delete events. Efects are 
implemented as plugins which enables developers or power-users 
to extend the amount of available efects to draw as interactive 
regions. 
2.3 Linking 
Each region has properties, such as position, outline, color, or label. 
Regions of a certain type have further properties. For example, a 
region showing an image might have properties such as the path 
to the image fle or the raw data. Properties can be linked so that 
e.g. a change in position of one region causes the same movement 
of another region. The efects of the linked regions have to handle 
translation between data types themselves, e.g., from a position 
to a color. These links are typically established when an efect is 
applied to a colliding region. Links use capabilities to determine 
which property of a region is linked to which property of another 
region. By creating and immediately removing a link, a region can 
set a property of another region. 
3 SKETCHABLE INTERACTION AS A 
DESKTOP ENVIRONMENT 
SI as a desktop environment (Figure 2) is a two-dimensional canvas 
containing fle icons and other graphical objects that can be moved 
around - similar to a traditional computer desktop. It is imple-
mented as an SI context within SIGRun and provides an ecosystem 
of interactive regions for common tasks that allows end-user users 
to customize the environment. Building on the SI concept ofers 
three general advantages: (1) Sketching and direct manipulation are 
accessible and easy-to-learn methods for creating and modifying 
custom user interfaces. (2) As customization is embedded directly 
in the user interface, users can quickly change the UI in order to 
adapt to a changed workfow without having to switch to an IDE 
or separate editor. (3) Linking and collision-triggered events make 
it easy for intermediate developers to extend the ecosystem and 
provide a framework that inherently facilitates interoperability be-
tween efects due to implementing efects as plugins. SI extends 
the traditional desktop with new interaction techniques which we 
show in the following. 
3.1 Sketching 
The most important extension is to allow Sketching of user inter-
face elements. This interaction technique is not part of SIGRun
but implemented via plugins. Each SI context contains a default
Canvas region which has the capability to receive sketch events
and a MouseCursor region which emits sketch events when the
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across the canvas triggers the on_continuous() handler of the 
canvas which records the path that the cursor takes. When releas-
ing the mouse button, the cursor un-registers the sketch capability, 
which activates the on_leave() handler of the canvas. The canvas 
then creates a new region with the drawn shape. 
mouse button is pressed. Therefore, dragging the mouse cursor
3.2 Drag and Drop 
Users can drag regions around using the mouse. This behavior is 
also implemented entirely using the core SI concepts described 
above. The mouse cursor is just another region whose position 
follows mouse 1 movement.  Whenever the mouse cursor and an-
other region collide, the cursor region checks whether the right 
mouse button is pressed, and then links the "position" attribute of 
the mouse cursor to the "position" attribute of the other region -
provided 2 the other region accepts  events.  position This newly 
established link then triggers on every movement of the cursor 
region, which emits an update event containing absolute position 
and relative movement. Releasing the mouse button removes the 
link. 
4 APPLICATION EXAMPLES 
4.1 Sorting and Tagging 
One of the most basic use cases for a desktop is organizing fles. In 
order to support this use case within SI, we implemented three basic 
tools (i.e. SI efects) to support sorting of documents: Tag, Delete, 
and Preview (Figure 3) . Dragging a text fle icon onto a Preview 
region instructs the text region to display a larger preview of its 
contents. Tag regions apply a custom text label and add a visual 
marker to a fle. Delete regions remove objects on collision, except 
for the canvas, the mouse cursor, and fles. An important property of 
all regions is that they can be dragged onto other regions and other 
regions can be dragged onto them. Therefore, users can choose the 
more efcient approach for a certain task or combine both. 
Figure 3: Example of an SI context designed for sorting digi-
tal fles. This SI context incorporates Tagging regions which
category can be typed in by users freely. Additionally, Tag
regions outft colliding TextFile regions with a small blue




1This behavior is provided by SIGRun
2For example, the canvas can not be dragged around, and therefore does not register
the capability "receive position".
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4.2 Automation 
In order to automate recurring workfows, users may add special 
conveyor belt regions (Figure 4) which can transport documents 
through multiple regions in succession. These conveyor belts also 
make manual sorting of documents easier as the user does not have 
to drag the document all the way to a tagging region but just to 
a conveyor belt leading to that region. Along the conveyor belt 
region’s course, other regions can be placed so that transported 
documents receive and apply efects when passing 3 through them . 
In this way, end-users can visually build automated processing 
pipelines and observe the results of this automation in real-time 
which enables them to interfere at any point by dragging documents 
of the conveyor belt. 
(a) A text fle region (marked red) in transit on the conveyor belt 
region. 
(b) A text fle region (marked red) which is transported through 
a tagging region which applies its tag to the text fle. 
Figure 4: Simple example for automation with a text fle be-
ing tagged along the conveyor belt’s path. 
Conveyor belts can can be combined with regions serving as 
splitters and mergers. This feature allows implementing complex 
sorting tasks and adding simple processing logic according to the 
condition for splitting. 
4.3 Extension: an Image Editor 
In order to demonstrate that SI can be used for more than simple 
desktop environments, we implemented an extensible image editor 
(Figure 5). Image documents can be dragged onto an Image Editor 
3Only document regions accept transport events. Tools, such as the Delete region, are
not transported by conveyor belts by default.
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region which in turn displays this image as an array of individ-
ual Pixel regions. These pixels can then be painted with diferent 
brushes and colors. To this end, a brush region is attached to the 
mouse cursor which emits color events to all pixels it touches. A 
Blur tool is implemented via two linked regions: a larger region 
that samples the colors of all pixels it touches at the same time, 
and a smaller region which transfers the average color value to the 
pixel right under the mouse cursor. Dragging the original image 
fle of the Image Editor region saves all modifcations on disk and 
removes the individual pixel regions from the SI context. 
(a) When dragging the image onto the editor region, its content 
gets displayed as individual Pixel regions. 
(b) Various brushes - also implemented as regions - can be used 
to draw or apply flters to the image. 
Figure 5: An image editor implemented with SI concepts. 
5 SUMMARY AND RELEVANCE STATEMENT 
With Sketchable Interaction (SI), we ofer a new perspective on cus-
tomizable digital desktop environments where the lines between 
desktop, fle manager, and applications start to blur. This concept 
allows end-users to build, modify, and extend their user interfaces 
on-the-fy as they see ft. Our reference implementation ofers a 
playground for exploring the concept and a workbench for apply-
ing the concept to concrete use cases. Our three example use cases 
illustrate how SI might be used for iteratively implementing ad-hoc 
workspaces, building processing pipelines, or developing graphical 
applications. In all cases, interactive regions act as data representa-
tions, GUI elements, tools, and algorithmic building blocks. There-
fore, SI is not only a generic toolkit for implementing existing and 
Hahn and Wimmer
novel use cases but also an artifact that may foster new perspectives 
on the architecture of interactive systems. 
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